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Abstract

This paper reviews the recent progress made toward understanding the MHD-induced loss

of D-D fusion products which has been seen on TFTR since 1988. These measurements have been

made using the "lost alpha" diagnostic, which is described briefly. The largest _.4HD-induced loss

occurs with coherent 3/2 or 2/1 MHD activity (kink/tearing modes), which can cause up to =3-5

times the first-orbit loss at I-1.6-1.8 MA, or roughly a =--20-30% global loss of D-D fusion

products. Modeling of these MHD-induced losses has progressed to the point where the basic loss

mechanism can be accounted for qualitatively, but the experimental results can not yet be

understood quantitatively. Several alpha loss codes are being developed to improve the

quantitative comparison between experiment and theory.
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1. Introduction "

This paper reviews the recent progress in measurements and modeling of the anomalous

MHD-induced loss of D-D fusion products seen on TFTR. A major aim of these studies is to

identify the "single-particle" MHD-induced loss mechanisms for D-D fusion products in order to

help isolate any new "collective" alpha loss mechanism which may occur during the TFTR D-T
run. The D-D data described here comes from the 1992 TFTR run, and the D-T run is expected to

start in the Fall of 1993.

Some of these results have already been summarized at the IAEA Meeting in Wurzburg,

Germany in 1992[1], and in a paper on "delayed loss"[2]. The present paper will discuss these

and related results more informally, with an emphasis on areas which need further work and

thought. We also describe the status of the lost alpha diagnostic, and note the progress in our

measurements and understanding since the f'u'st IAEA Alpha Particle Workshop at Gothenburg in

198613].

2. Thf Lost Alpha Diagnostic

These measurements were ali made with the "lost alpha" diagnostic on TFTR, which was

designed to measure alpha loss in D-T plasmas. The design for these detectors was first shown at

the IAEA Alpha Workshop in 198613], and since then new prototypes or improved designs have

been tested every year in situ in TFTR. At present there are four working detectors in a poloidal

array at angles of 90_, 60-°,45-0,and 20_ below the outer midplane. The first three of these are now

"fixed" in position with their apertures =1 cm below the "RF limiter" radius, while the 20-oor

"midplane" detector is radially movable inside the chamber. A photograph of the interior of these

detectors, i.e. the aperture and scintillator arrangement, is shown in Fig. l, and a photograph of ali

four of the detectors installed in TFTR is shown in Fig. 2.

Ali of these detectors collect the scintillation light from the fast ions hitting a thin layer of

inorganic crystal powder (a technique which was first used by Rutherford in the discovery of alpha

particles). Although these scintillators have a rather poor energy resolution compared to the more

modern silicon detectors (such as now used by G. Martin at Tore-Supra), they have the great

advantage of a high radiation damage resistance and relatively low sensitivity to neutrons, which is

essential for operation with D-T plasmas. So far as we know, there is no silicon or other solid

state pulse-height detector which can survive the neutron fluence of = 1015 neutrons/cre 2 expected



during the TFTR D-T run. Another great advantage of the simple scintillator is its high reliability,

which has allowed it to operate untouched for 1-2 years at a time inside the TFTR vacuum vessel.

In addition, its optical signal coupling is relatively immune to the high electrical and nuclear

backgrounds of the tokamak.

One major diagnostic issue is the choice of scintillator (phosphor) material. These

scintillators needs to have a high melting point (>500942,which might be reached after a series of

high power pulses), and need to be thin to minimize the radiation backgrounds (ideally --5 I.tm,just

enough to stop an alpha particle at a 20g angle of incidence). Originally we used the P11

phosphor, i.e. the blue ZnS(Ag) used in fast oscilloscopes, which is among the brightest of

inorganic scintillators. However, this scintillator begins to "quench" at a relatively low temperattue

of --150_ C, i.e. have reduced brightness for a given level of excitation, as measured with a 244Cm

alpha source in the laboratory[4]. Up to and including the 1990 run the detector's temperatures

were below 100_ (as monitored by a thermocouple nearby), and scintillator overheating was not a

problem. However, for 1991 the detectors were moved closer to the plasma to avoid a new

limiter[5], so their temperature was expected to increase. Therefore for the 1992 run we used a

• P31 scintillator instead, similar to green ZnS(Cu) screen used in most oscilloscopes, which is not

quite as bright but which quenches at a much higher temperature of ---300-qC.

Measurements of the scintillator light output and damage vs. MeV ion flux have recently

been made by Tuszewski using 3 MeV protons and 3.5 MeV alphas at the Van de Graaff at Los

Alamos[6]. He found that P31 begins to saturate at flux levels below those expected for D-T

alphas in TFTR (assuming that the apertures are the same size as in D-D), but that another well

known green scintillator P46 (YtAI[Ce]) is linear up to the highest flux levels expected in D-T[7].

Thus P46 scintillators have been installed for the D-T run, using the same aperture sizes as used

for the D-D runs. The quenching temperature of P46 is intermediate between P31 and P 11, so the

scintillator temperature may need to be monitored (e.g. through a UV calibration system).

The light signals from these scintillators are carried across a vacuum window to a shielded

area using quartz lenses and coherent fiber bundles, and monitored there by an intensified video

camera in parallel with a set of photomultiplier (PM) tubes. The camera is essential for recording

the 2-D images of the scintillators (ali 4 of which are arranged in the same field of view), in order

to interpret these images in terms of the escaping ion's pitch angle vs. gyror_-.diusdistribution[8].

" The camera sensitivity can be controlled by the voltage of the microchannel plate or by the gating

time per field (1}.tsto 15 msec), with 42 digitized fields available per shot. There is = 0.4 MB of



compressed video data generated by each shot, so it is also helpful to visually review the data on

the VCR "backup" tape before detailed analysis.

There are presently 24 PM tubes and digitizers available for looking at selected pieces of

these images at digitizer rates up to 500 kHz. During the 1992 run a set of 4 PM tubes was

arranged to look at the time dependence of the total light from each detector, which proved very

valuable for studying MHD-induced loss. The remaining PM tubes are designed to look at selected

pitch angle regions of various detectors during the D-T run, in parallel with the camera and

integrating PM's. During the TFTR runs from 1988-1990 some of these extra PM channels were

proximity-coupled to the main quartz bundle, which produced good data on fast fluctuations but
sacrificed the 2-D video camera data.

Energy resolution is limited in these detectors, since it is set by the geometrical resolution

of the aperture pair (as in an unfocused magnetic spectrometer) and not by the scintillator itself.

Furthermore, only the ion gyroradius distribution can be determined and not the ion species, which

has caused some ambiguity in ICRH minority heating experiments with multiple fast ion

species[9]. Presently the measured gyroradius distribution is fit by model curves generated by a "

detector simulation code, which can determine relative changes in the ion energy of about +1 MeV

for 3 MeV protons. This is good enough to distinguish a delayed loss at about half the birth

energy[1,2], but not good enough to determine its detailed energy spectrum. Improved

geometrical resolution could be obtained by reducing the aperture heights (presently 1 mm), but

only at the expense of signal level.

The absolute calibration of these detectors has been uncertain by about a factor of two or

three[4], which is not very good compared to the uncertainty of about +10-20% of global neutron

source measurements. This is due to a combination of several factors, including uncertainties in

the light output per MeV ion, in the angular distribution of this light output, and in the optical

calibration of the detectors. We hope to improve this uncertainty to less than a factor of two for the

D-T run by measuring the light output of the P46 scintillators with actual 3.5 MeV alphas at the

Los Alamos Van de Graaff, and directly comparing this light with a reference ?tightwhich was

placed at the scintillator position inside the TFTR vessel. There are additional uncertainties in the •

interpretation of the measured escaping alpha flux due to the uncertainties in the alpha birth profile,

the plasma current profile (which determines the orbit geometry), and the mechanical construction i

of the small apertures.
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3. Recent Measurements of MHD-Induced Lpss in TFTR

e

The flu'stsigns of MHD-induced loss of D-D fusion products in TFTR came in 1988 when

the array of 2-D imaging scintillator detectors was installed[ 10]. Increases in the fusion product
E,

loss by a factor of --3 were seen in the 90_detector at times of large MHD activity. This increased

loss fluctuated in time with the frequency of the MHD activity in the range =2 Hz (nearly locked

modes) to -5 kHz (Mirnov oscillations in rotating plasmas). Rapid spikes of loss at the times of
sawtooth crashes were also seen in the 90_ detector.

Every TFTR run since then has had many discharges with very similar symptoms of MHD-

induced loss, particularly at high NBI power and at high current (I>1.4 MA). The results can be

summarized as follows[ 1]: (a) the D-D fusion product loss in the 90_ detector (per neutron) at the

normal operating current range of I- 1.6-2.0 MA can increase during MHD by up to a factor of =3-

5 above the MHD-quiescent level, (b) these increased loss rates seem to persist as long as the

MHD activity lasts, which is often longer than the 3 MeV proton slowing-down time of =0.2 sec,

(c) this extra loss due to MHD activity can increase the total loss up to the level of flu'st-orbit loss at

• I----0.8MA, i.e. up to a calculated level of-_20-30% globally (assuming its poloidal loss distribution

is the same as first-orbit loss), (d) the MHD-induced loss is often observed to be strongly

modulated with the MHD up to a frequency of =5 kHz, with instantaneous peak loss rates up to

about 10 times the "baseline" level without MHD, and (e) qualitatively similar MHD-induced loss
has been seen in all 4 detectors.

a) Recent examples of MHD-induced loss

Two examples of MHD-induced D-D fusion product loss as measured during the 1992 run

are shown in Figs. 3, taken from an experiment designed to examine the effect of the plasma

current profile on MHD activity and fusion reactivity in supershots[ 11]. For both these discharges

the plasma current was I=1.6 MA, the plasma major radius was R=2.45 m, and the NBI power

was 24 MW from 3-4 sec. The fusion product loss signals shown in Fig. 3 came from PM tubes

which collected the total scintillator light from each detector (the neutron/gamma backgrounds were

negligible in these cases). The 20_ detector escaping alpha was inserted with its aperture 3.5 cm

inside the RF limiter radius (but still well outside the plasma edge) for both these shots.

' One of the discharges in Fig. 3 had "fishbone-type" ro=l, n=l MHD activity from =3.45-

4.0 sec (#66896), but with steady plasma confinement and neutron rate from =3.5-4.0 sec. This

type showed very systematic, but small (=20%), increases in the D-D fusion product loss at the



peak of each fishbone burst. These increases occurred simultaneously at both the 90_ and 20_

detectors, and lasted as long as the fishbone-type MHD (_>0.5sec). This type of shot showed the

lowest level of fusion product loss at this current and NBI power.

The other discharge in Fig. 3 had gradually increasing m=3, n=2 mode activity from about

=3.25-4.0 see (#66869), with a coincident degradation in plasma confinement and neutron mr,_

from =3.5-4.0 sec. This "3/2-type" discharge showed a much larger increase of the loss at both

the 90_ and 20_ detectors, e.g. the total loss (per neutron) is about 2-3 times higher for the 3/2-type

than for the fishbone-type at =3.8 see. This type of shot showed the largest level of fusion I)roduct

loss at this current and NBI power (discharges with 4/3 modes were inte:tnediate).

The dependencies of these same loss signals on a shorter =100 msec time scale are shown

in Figs. 4, along with the MHD activity as monitored by a Mirnov loop signal (dBp/Jt at the wall).

The fishbone-induced fusion product loss follows closely in time the envelope of the Mirnov signal

at both the 90_ and 45Qdetectors, with a delay of <1 msec even at the first fishbone. This suggests

that this fishbone-induced loss process is very rapid compared to the thermal energy confinement

time of--150 msec. For the 3/2-type discharge the io:s is only slightly modulated on a =10 msec o

time scale, but apparently not in phase for the two detectors.

The dependencies of these same signals on an even faster =3-5 msec time scale are shown

in Fig. 5. For the fishbone-type discharge there is a perceptible modulation of the loss at the 90-0

detector at the fishbone frequency of-10 khz, but apparently not at the 20_ detector. For the 3/2-

type discharge there is a few-percent (rms) modulation of the loss at both detectors at the 3/2

frequency of =20 kHz, with an =180-0 phase difference at this frequency between the two

detectors. The amplitude of this modulation approximately follows the amplitude of the Mirnov

signal over the time scale of the NBI. Note that the principle decay time of the P31 scintillator is

=20 l.tsec[6], which tends to reduce the fluctuation level somewhat at frequencies >20 kHz.

The pitch angle distribution of the loss for these same discharges are shown in Fig. 6, here

concentrating on the 90_ detector signals as measured by the time-integrating video camera images.

During fishbone activity at 3.6-3.7 sec the additional loss appears to be localized at a pitch angle of

=60_ (when compared with the loss during the same discharge at 3.3-3.4 sec before the start of

fishbone activity). This is near the pitch angle of the passing/trapped boundary (i.e. near the fattest

banana orbit), which, according to our Lorentz orbit code, is at 58-0for D-D fusion products in this

discharge (given the plasma current and its profile as calculated by the SNAP code). The pitch

angle distribution of the loss during the 3/2 activity is more similar to that observed without MHD



activity, with a slight tendency for the additional loss to be weighted toward high pitch angles near

, 70a, i.e. corresponding to trapped ions fairly far from the passing/trapped boundary. This

suggests that the MHD induced loss to the 90_ detector can simultaneously consist of both passing

ions (lost across the passing/trapped boundary) and trapped ions. lt is also possible that the pitch

angle distribution of the lost ions could fluctuate in time with the phase of the mode, as has been

observed for slower MHD modes[2].

The gyroradius distribution of the loss for these same discharges is shown in Fig. 7 (for

the 90_ detector). During fishbone activity at 3.6-3.7 sec the additional loss has nearly the same

gyroradius (i.e. energy) distribution as the loss before fishbone activity, while for the 3/2 case the

additional loss is weighted toward lower gyroradii, i.e. lower energies. A lowering of the peak

location from =3.6 cm to =3.2 cm corresponds roughly to a lowering of the average loss energy by

_-20%. The broad instrumental response of this detector in the gyroradius domain (see Sec. 2)

makes it difficult to unfold the escaping ion energy distribution more precisely.

These two types of MHD-induced loss can be quite reproducible and persistent in high-

, powered NBI discharges in TFTR, and the magnitude of the loss can correlate well with the m/n-

type over a neutron rate range =1.5-3x1016 neutrons/sec in I=1.6 MA discharges[12].

Qualitatively similar MHD activity has been observed over the whole range of normal TFTR

operation, i.e. I=1.0-2.5 MA.

b) Tentative interoretati0n_ anO open questions

There are several possible mechanisms which could cause the D-D fusi_onproduct loss to

be correlated with background plasma MHD activity, namely: (1) modificatien of the normal first-

orbit or TF ripple loss due to MHD-induced changes in the fusion product source profile or plasma

current profile, (2) magnetic fluctuation-induced radial transport of previously-confined fusion

products, (3) MHD-induced effects on some presently unidentified mechanism of fusion product

loss. Note that we are assuming that the D-D fi,._ionproduct density and beta are too low to excite

collective instabilities (which may not be true for the =1130times larger popu ation of D-T alphas).

Increased fusion product loss of the first type (1) could be due to an MHD-induced increase

in the local D-D fusion reaction rate at radii where fusion products are lost through these effects.

For example, a 20% increase in the local source rate at r/a=0.2-0.3 in I=1.6 MA discharges would

cause a prr..,pr increase by =20% in the loss near the fattest banana orbit in the 90_ detector, which

could be consistent with the characteristics of the fishbone-induced loss shown in Figs. 3-4.



However, in order to explain the increases seen during 3/2-type activity, the local source near

r/a=0.3_+0.1 would have to increase by x2-3 times above that during the fishbone-type discharge, ,

which is highly unlikely given the global decrease in the global neutron rate. Analysis of the

neutron emission profiles for these discha:ges so far indicates that during MHD activity the murce

rate generally decreases inside r/a=0.5 (but might inc-Teasefor r/a2>0.5)[13].

Another classical effect on first-orbit loss could come through slow modification of the

plasma current profile, which probably did occur in these experiments due to the differing plasma

current evolutions (see Fig. 1). However, this is a small effect compared to the observed MHD-

induced changes (an =25% decrease is expected between 1.4 MA and 1.6 MA discharges), and

also can not explain the relatively rapid changes in fusion product loss correlated with MHD

changes observed in many cases. The classical TF ripple loss could also be modified by either

source profile or current profile changes, but this should affect mainly the loss to the outer

midplane and not to the 90_ detector, in contrast to the results of Fig. 3 which show a qualitatively
similar MHD-induced loss at both detectors.

The second possible mechanism for MHD-induced loss is the one which we believe to be .

dominant in these experiments; namely, the magnetic fluctuation-induced radial transport of

previously confined fusion products. Theory and modeling for this mechanism are described in

Sec. 4. The present model can explain at least qualitatively the increased loss with MHD activity,

but there are still many quantitative features of the data which are not yet understood.

For example, in the 3/2-type discharge shown in Fig. 3 the increase in fusion product loss

above the fishbone-type level peaks at =3.45 sec when measured edge fluctuation was 13po1=0.05

Gauss, whereas the 3/2 mode amplitude continues to increase to ffpol=0.15 Gauss at =3.7-4.0 sec

(the frequency of the 3/2 is approximately constant over the whole discharge, so dg'/dto_g"at the

wall). Thus either the 3/2-induced radial transport increases less than linearly with g, or else the

perturbation depletes the accessible part of the fusion product population at a relatively low level of

B'. Interestingly, the relatively small modulation level of the loss signals at the 3/2 frequency

follows the 3/2 mode amplitude fairly closely; however, there is not yet any quantitative model for

the MHD-induced modulation of the loss as a function of poloidal angle and frequency of the

mode.

With regard to the pitch angle distributions of the loss to the 91Y detector (Fig. 6), the loss

during fishbone-type MHD near the passing/trapped boundary could be explained by the (1,1)

MHD activity, which could push some counter-passing D-D fusion products across the passing-



trapped boundary (which happens to be near the q= 1 surface in this plasma). This would cause

these ions to be trapped and immediately lost, which is consistent with the very small time delay

observed between the MHD activity and the loss. Only a small fraction (= 10%) of the counter-

passing ions would need to be lost to explain the =20% increase in the loss. The loss at higher
b

pitch angles during 3/2-type activity (and also some of the fishbone-type shots) implies that the

MHD can also deconfine trapped ions, which is qualitatively consistent with the magnetic

perturbation model of Sec. 4. However, a quantitative understanding of these pitch angle

distributions vs. poloidal angle and MHD mode type has not yet been obtained.

The loss of low-energy components during 3/2-type activity shown in Fig. 7 and

elsewhere[2] shows that this type of MHD-induced loss is not simply due to a modification of the

prompt fin'st-orbit or TF ripple loss. The magnetic perturbation model of Sec. ,J,predicts that lower

energy ions can be deconfined by MHD, but only inside smaller stochastic regions. However, a ,a

quantitative explanation of the observed 3/2-type loss at low energy (and the apparent absence of

low energy components in the fishbone-type case) has not yet been obtained. Note that this loss of

low energy components may also imply a relatively slow loss process (=0.1 sec), which could

. complicate the temporal relationship between the MHD level and the fusion product loss.

The third possible cause of MHD-induced loss mentioned above involves the indirect effect

of the MHD on some presently unidentified mechanism of fusion product loss. Such a mechanism

is not entirely academic, since an anomalous non-fluctuating "delayed loss" component at about

half the birth energy has already been identified in I=1.6 MA, R=2.45 m discharges (such as those

described above), with or without MHD activity[ 1,2]. For MHD-quiescent (e.g. low NBI-power)

discharges this delayed loss begins =0.2 sec after the start of NBI, and is constant in time from

=-0.4-1.0 sec after the start of NBI. lt il interesting that the delayed loss to the 90° detector can

either increase dramatically or disappear almost entirely during times of strong MHD activity[2], as

if the MHD activity were modifying that loss channel. Therefore it is also possible that the MHD-

induced loss for the 3/2-type mode could be due to an increase in this delayed loss process.

c) Other Tyoes of MHD-Induced Loss

MHD-induced loss was also observed during the 1992 TFTR run during sawtooth crashes

and just before major disruptions[ 1]. The loss at sawtooth crashes is usually a fast spike (=10-100

• I.tsec wide) localized in pitch angle near the passing/trapped boundary, which can occur ai every

sawtooth crash during NBI (usually there is no more than one sawtooth crash during NBI in

supershots, but several during NBI in L-mode plasmas). A systematic study of these spikes has
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not yet been made, since they seem to cause a negligible total loss (although they might well

redistribute charged fusion products with_n the plasma). The pre-disruptive MHD-induced loss

rate, which can occur during locked modes about as much as =50 msec before tile plasma current

quench, can be up to =50 times the level of the MHD-quiescent loss rate. This process has been

seen to expel up to --10% of the existing D-D fusion products over the -.10 msec preceding a

current quench[ 1]; thus this phenomenon could potentially cause a special wall-loading problem for

alpha-heated reactors. Note that measurements and modeling of the loss of NBI ions and ICRH

tail ions due to collective fast ion MHD instabilities in TFTR D-D is described in a companion

paper by Darrow at this meeting[ 14].

4. Modelin_ of MHD-Induced Loss at Pppl,

It is important to develop an understanding of the mechanisms of this MHD-induced loss in

order to correctly infer the consequences for alpha heated tokamaks such as ITER, which will have

an --3 times larger ratio of the plasma size to the alpha gyroradius, and so will have better

(classical) confinement of alphas than does TFTR. Recent modeling has aimed to understand the ,I

interactions between charged fusion products and helical magnetic islarids, which are thought to be

a basic component of what we normally call "MHD activity" in tokamaks, and to apply numerical

models of this physics to explain the TFtR fusion product loss data such as described above.

The mechanism of this interaction occurs through perturbed ion drifts across the toroidal

field due to the "magnetic flutter" effect (proportional to the local Br/BT), and also to grad-B drifts

in the perturbed fields (proportional to sqrt (Br/BT)). lt has been found that there is a threshold

level of the perturbed magnetic field magnetic field above which either passing or trapped ion orbits

can become stochastic[15]. Since this threshold depends on the mixing of the m=l, n--0 orbit shift

with the m/n structure of the magnetic perturbation, this threshold is generally lower for higher

energy ions, which stray farther from the magnetic field lines. Thus fusion product ions are more

likely to become stochastic than lower energy neutral beam ions, given the same perturbed

magnetic field structure.

This stochastic fast ion motion can cause a very rapid radial transport of fusion products,

which could lead to rapid loss if this stochastic particle motion region reaches the wall. However,

this MHD-induced stochastic orbit region could also be localized within the plasma where the

magnetic perturbation is largest, whereas the analogous stochastic TF ripple region[ 16] always

causes fast ion loss to the wall due to the radially-increasing TF ripple strength.
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, This theory has been incorporated into a guiding center code "GC3" to check the analytical

theory and to apply the results to specific TFTR cases[ 17]. So far test cases have been run to

evaluate the total MHD-induced loss of 3.5 MeV alphas for an I=2 MA and R=2.45 m TFTR

discharge vs. the amplitude of various assumed (m,n) modes, as shown in Fig. 8[adapted from

Ref. 1]. Note that only the magnetic flutter term (and not the grad-B drift term) was used for this

run, and that collisions, TF ripple, and the Shafranov-shift were also not included. Each point in

Fig. 8 represents a 5 hour run on a Sun workstation in which 300 ions were followed for 3000

poloidal transits (-10 msec real time for alphas).

During these runs most of the MH]D-induced lost alphas (above the first-orbit level of =4-

6%) hit either near the outer or inner midplane where the excursions of the orbit from the magnetic

flux surface were largest (for co- or counter-passing ions, respectively), although some of the

counter-passing ions did cross the passing/trapped boundary to hit the bottom[ 15,17]. Most

trapped ions which were lost through stochastic diffusion tended to escape near the outer midplane

where their orbits first intersect the wall, as in stochastic TF ripple diffusion[ 16]. For the cases cf

• single (m,n) modes the total loss becomes comparable to the first-orbit loss at Br/BT= 1-2x10-3

(as evaluated near the rational surface), roughly independent of mode number.

The estimated internal Bv/BT for the two discharges of Sec. 3 are also shown in Fig. 8 (as

estimated for the region near the rational surfaces from edge magnetic fluctuation levels). This

model apparently does not agree well with the data for the 3/2-type MHD of Sec. 3, since the

model predicts a negligible 3/2-induced increase above the f]rst-orbit loss level at the estimated
Br/BT=10 -4 for this case, and instead predicts that a level of _-Br/BT=3xl0 -3 would be needed to

cause the observed factor of =2-3 increase above the first-orbit loss. However, the model appears

to agree better with the data for the fishbone-type MHD of Sec. 3, since the model predicts an
---50% increase above the fh'st-orbit loss level for a (1,1) mode at the estimated Br/BT=10 -3 for

this case, which is near the obser,,' 'J =20% increase.

There are several inadequacies in the present level of comparison between the observed and

calculated loss. First, the estimated internal magnetic fluctuation levels are quite uncertain (perhaps

by a factor of 2), since they are derived from extrapolated edge measurements. Second, the

comparison should actually be done for the local loss (e.g. at the 90_ detector), rather than for the

• total loss; however, this was not possible given the poor statistics for these guiding center runs.

Furthermore, it is possible that small additional (m,n) components could dramatically increase the

calculated loss due to a reduction in the stochastic threshold. Other complicating factors include the
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uncertainties in the plasma current profile and the fusion product source profile (including possible

fluctuations in the local source rate due to the MHD itself), and the possible "synergistic" effect of

TF ripple and collisions, which were not included in the calculations of Fig. 8, e.g. that MHD-

induced loss brings ions out to a radius where the TF ripple causes them to be lost.

The relatively poor statistics of these guiding center code calculations has led to the

development of simpler codes which can assess the basic effects more quickly. One of these is a

generalizatior,, of MAPLOS, which was originally written to calculate the poloidal distribution of

fusion pro3uct loss dt_e to "lT ripple in TFTR[18]. This code keeps track of the ion's radial

position only once each poloidal transit, and so can follow --.200,000 orbits in a few hours of

CRAY time. This permits a more accurate assessment of the poloidal and pitch angle distribution

of the lost ions, which are difficult to deduce ace,._rately with only =300 ions (only =20-30% of

which may be lost). A sample calculation from this code is shown in Fig. 9, in which the

perturbation step sizes per poloidal transit were chosen to approximate those in an MHD-active

discharge, e.g. the maximum step size was =4 cm per bounce for trapped ions, and =2 cm per

transit fcr pas_in8 ions. The effect of an ad hoc variation in the radial localization of the MHD on

the poloidal distribution of the loss can be clearly seen. Obviously, the fidelity of this type of code

to the experimental situation depends on the accuracy of the choice of step sizes per transit, which

wil_ be improved by input from both experiment (e.g. MHD amplitudes) and theory (e.g.

calculated step sizes).

Another way to quickly assess the effects of MHD on high energy ion loss is to evaluate

the analytical stochastic threshold itself for particular cases by specifying the particle energy, MHD

mode amplitudes, and the plasma current profile. This method is being incorporated into a new

code STOCHJ.,OS, which can evaluate the total loss up to ---I000 times faster than the guiding

center code. Preliminary comparisons between STOCHLOS results and GC3 are shown in Fig.

10 for two types of MHD perturbations, where the alpha source in both cases was assumed to be

localized at r/a=0.4. Good agreement is found between the two codes with respect to the total loss
vs. Br/B'r. For a distributed source, the code can also identify the regions of i.tB/E (normalized

magnetic moment) and r/Ro from which the loss occurs, as shown at the bottom of the figure.
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5. Retrospective and Outlook

a) Status of the lost alnha diagnostic

" The lost alpha diagnostic on TFTR has ,recked well since the present poloidal array of 2-D

imaging scintillator detectors was installed in 1988. The flux of escaping D-D fusion products has

been measured for nearly every TFTR shot with NBI or ICRH heating (>10,000 shots), and the

quality of much of this data has been excellent (signal/noise>10). The diagnostic has evolved more

or less as envisioned at the 1986 IAEA Alpha Workshop, with major improvements coming

through the use of a movable mi@lane probe[19], and removal of the 3_t foil on this probe to

allow measurements of 100 keV NBI ions[20].

The greatest insufficiency in this system appears to be the relatively small number of

detectors (i.e. 4), which limits the accuracy with which the global loss of fusion products can be

evaluated. For example, there may undetected loss near the inner midplane, or slow anomalous

losses with very small radial step sizes which may not reach the present fixed apertures =1 cm

below the shadow of the RF limiters (although in some cases these detectors can be magnetically in

front of the RF limiters due to the TF ripple-induced motion of the field line). Also, the loss is

presently measured only over a range of pitch angles ---45_ to 85-0with respect to the co-going

" toroidal field (centered around the passing/trapped boundary), so we can see neither the TF ripple-

trapped ions (very near 902) nor the loss of nearly parallel ions (e.g. due to TAE modes). A set of

=50 detectors of the same design could probably insure complete coverage of lost alphas. For

future applications it may be valuable to supplement a set of fixed scintillator detectors with

scintillators on movable probes[ 19,20] or time-integrating alpt,a collectors[21 ].

The outlook for these detectors for the TFTR D-T run is promising, but not certain. The

expected saturation of the bright P31 (ZnS) scintillators used for the 1992 run during the =100

times larger alpha fluxes expected for the D-T run[6] has forced us to eithe" reduce the aperture size

or change the scintillator. Various scintillators were investigated, and the optimum for this

application appears to be P46. However, the main difficulty with P46 is its very low efficiency,

roughly 30 times lower than P31 for alpha excitation; thus the system as a whole becomes more

" susceptible to radiation-induced backgrounds such as those due to flourescence in the quartz fiber

bundles[22]. Hopefully, the resulting signal-to-background level will be ___1in D-T, since the

• fiber-optic flourescence in D-D plasmas was <<10% of the D-D signal levels.
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These scintillator detectors might also work in ITER, since the P46 scintillator should be

rugged enough to survive for a while at that high neutron flux; however, the thermal heat load and

optical signal transmission problems need to be solved. More rugged thermal detectors or

removable He analysis samples might be better for in-vessel alpha measurements in ITER, but

would not provide such detailed information on the pitch, energy, and time dependencies.

b) Status of measuremflltS of _4HD-induced loss .

The basic observations of MHD-induced loss have bezn quite consistent since 1988 when

the present lost alpha system was first installed. In general, the largest MHD-induced loss occurs

during high-power (usually high beta) limit of TFTR operation, which has been approached every

run year at successively higher NBI power and higher plasma current. The addition of ICRH

heating does not appear to change this behavior qualitatively, except for new Alfven-wave MHD

created by the minority ion tail itself.

For the TFTR D-T run, this diagnostic will focus on a search for collective alpha

instabilities in D-T plasmas. An important part of this effort will be to carefully investigate whether
D

any MHD-induced alpha loss during D-T is due to some new collective alpha effect, or simply due

to the usual "single-panicle" MHD-induced effects such as discussed in Sec. 3. Any new

collective alpha instability which causes a substantial alpha loss may have an effect on the ITER

plasma or first wall design.

lt is interesting to note that the predictions of alpha particle betas and densities for the TFTR

D-T experiment which were made for the 1986 Alpha Workshop paper (before the discovery of

TFTR supershots) are not far from the best predictions made now, e.g. Mikkelsen predicted
_o_(0)--0.4% for the medium density case in 1986, and Budny predicts _o_(0)=0.3% now[23].

This is mainly because the alpha particle parameters depend upon the plasma temperature, and not

directly on the energy confinement times or fusion energy gains[24]. The currently anticipated

TFTR D-T supershots will have an estimated -1-2 MW of alpha heating, which should lead to a

measurable central electron heating[25].

I,

c) Status of modelin_ of MHD-induced loss

Real progress has been made in understanding the mechanisms of the MHD-induced loss

of fusion products since the first Alpha Workshop in 1986, although there is still much to be done

to understand the existing D-D experimental results. Numerical work along these lines; is being
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pursued by several groups, both for the quasi-static background-plasma-induced MHD modes

described above and also for higher frequency TAE-type modes[26-29].

A distinction should be probably be drawn between alpha loss driven by alpha-induced

" "collective" MHD activity, which naturally tend to transport alphas in order to flatten their driving

spatial gradient, and alpha loss driven by "single-particle" background plasma-induced MHD

activity (such as discussed in Sec. 3), in which the fast ions do not directly affect the instability.

Although the physics of the wave-particle interaction may be similar, the non-linear development

and the eventual effects on alpha loss may be different. Both of these effects could occur for alpha

particles in TFTR D-T or ITER. Two good reviews have been written recently on collective fast

ion instability experiments[30] and theory[31].

A major issue for the future will concern the practical consequences of MHD-induced alpha

loss for the design of ITER. The most likely effect of such alpha loss will be to increase the heat

load in localized regions of the fin'st wall or divertor plate -- obviously, these regions need to be

carefully identified and protected. Pioneering efforts in this direction have recently been made by

the JT-60U group, which has measured the 2-D pattern of heat loads on their outer carbon wall

with thermocouples and infrared TV measurements, and have identified this heat loss as due to TF

ripple loss of NBI ions using their orbit following Monte Carlo code[32].

The alpha loss due to MHD will probably be more variable and more difficult to calculate,

given the complicated structure of MHD effects in time and space, and the potentially non-linear

interactions between the alpha loss and any collective alpha instabilities. Recent work on DIII-D

has shown that the loss of NBI ions during TAE activity occurs mainly near the outer

midplane[33], but this may not be true for alpha particles in ITER. Simulation and calculation of

the MHD-induced alpha heat loss onto the first-wall and/or divertor seems to be an important area
for further work in this field.
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Figure Captiops

' 1. Photo of the scintillator and aperture configurations for the three "fixed" lost alpha detectors

installed in TFTR for the 1992 run period (the configurations were vary similar for 1988-1991).

, These detectors differ only in the ang'.- between the scintillator plane and the axis of the probe shaft

,in order to match the local vessel shape (i.e. left-to right 45_',60_, or 90_ ). The quartz scintillator

plate with the white phosphor coating is protected by a 1 mm thick tantalum x-ray shield.

2. Photo of the three "fixed" lost alpha detectors installed at the bottom of the TFTR vessel, along

with the movable 20_ probe inserted through the "midplane" port on the right. The mushroom

shaped carbon heat shields covering the fixed detectors are water cooled on order to keep the

scintillator temperature below ---1500-C. Fusion products approach the detectors from below (in

this photo) and enter the fixed probe apertures through a small cut-out in the carbon armor.

3. MHD-induced loss of D-D fusion products during NBI for R=2.45 m, I=1.6 MA, 24 MW NBI

discharges in TFTR. These shots differ in their type of MHD activity, most likely due to the

different plasma current evolu_.ion before NBI (and not the slightly different final current). The

" MHD-induced loss in the fishbone-type shot (#66896) starts at about 3.45 sec, while the MHD-

induced loss in the 3/2-type shot (#66869) appears to start at =3.25 sec. The D-D fusion product

• loss at both the 90°-and 20_ (midplane) detectors increases by =20% at each fishbone, and by =x2-

3 during 3/2-type MHD. Without the MHD activity the escaping fusion product signals follow a

time dependence similar to the envelope of the fishbone-type case, but without the fishbone

bursts[2].

4. Comparison over a time scale of =100 msec of the MHD activity and fusion product loss for the

same two shots shown in Fig. 3. The fishbone-induced D-D fusion product loss begins at the first

fishbone, and shows very little delay with respect to the fishbone magnetic envelope (<1 msec).

The 3/2-type loss evolves slowly over the NBI duration, with only small modulations on a ---10

msec timescale. Note that the high frequency fishbone magnetic dBp/dt fluctuations are not

accurately represented on this timescale due to aliasing.

o 5. Comparison over a timescale of =3-5 msec of the MHD activity and fusion product loss for the

same two shots shown in Fig. 3. The escaping D-D fusion product signals are only weakly

, modulated at the t_shbone frequency of =10 kHz, or the 3/2 mode frequency of =20 kHz. The

inferred amplitude of the magnetic perturbation near the q=1 surface during the fishbone is roughly
B"r/BT=10-3, and the amplitude of the 3/2 mode is roughly Br/BT =10 -_ near the 3/2 surface.
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6. Pitch angle distributions of the loss at the 90_detector for the discharges of Fig. 3. The MHD-

induced loss during fishbone activity seems to be localized near the passing/trapped boundary

(when compared with the same shot before the start of fishbone activity), which in this discharge is

near =58g. The loss during 3/2-type activity appears to be spread out over a wider range of pitch "

angles, including those corresponding to the loss of D-D trapped fusion products near 70_.

7. Gyroradius distributions of the loss at the 90_ detector for the discharges of Fig. 3. The loss

during fishbone activity has nearly the same gyroradius (i.e. energy) distribution as the loss before
!

fishbones (which includes a non-fluctuating delayed loss component). The loss during 3/2-type

activity has an additional low-energy component which makes the total loss peak at a lower

gyroradius. Note that the instrumental resolution causes a considerable broadening of the

gyroradius distribution for monoenergetic ion loss.

8. Calculations of total MHD-induced loss for 2 MA TFTR discharges (adapted from Ref. 1).

The loss here is calculated using a guiding center code GC3 for separate 3/2 and 1/1 perturbations.

Each point corresponds to a Monte Carlo run of 300 alpha-like particles for 3000 poloidal transits
i)

(-=10msec). The estimated magnetic fluctuation levels for the fishbone and 3/2 type fluctuations of

Figs. 3-5 are indicated (as estimated near the maximum of their mode amplitudes)

9. A MAPLOS calculation, with a simple model of MHD perturbations, of the poloidal

distribution of 3.5 MeV alphas reaching the wall of TFTR. Two variations of the MHD

perturbation are compared. The radial step size per poloidal transit is assumed to peak either near

r/a-=0.4 or 0.9, with an arbitrarily chosen shape (trapped ions were assumed to have twice the

radial step size as passing ions). The total alpha loss fraction was -30% in this case. These

results illustrate the potential sensitivity of the poloidal distribution of MHD-induced loss to the

structure of the internal magnetic perturbation.

10. Preliminary comparison between TFTR alpha loss calculations done with the guiding center

code GC3 and the analytic code STOCHLOS. The alphas are assumed to be, born at r/a--0.4 in

both cases, one assuming a single (2,1) mode and the other a mixed (2,1)+(3/2) magnetic
structure. The calculated loss fractions increase sharply above the stochastic threshold of Br/BI

--3x10 -3 for both models; however, the STOCHLOS calculation was -=1000 times faster. The

distribution of lost ions for a distributed source vs. their birth radius and pitch angle is also shown.
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Fig. 5
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